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new blog post is live!
TUD MSC EVENT STUDENTS SPEAK WITH DANIEL OF FROG
PRINCE WEDDINGS ON THE ORGANISATION'S INNOVATIVE
USE OF TECHNOLOGY DURING COVID-19

We had the privilege of chatting to
Daniel P Attard, an event planner from
Frog Prince Weddings, gaining valuable
insights firstly into the business and
later discussing the ways in which
technology has been used both for
internal communication while working
remotely and externally to manage
client relationships.
The event industry as a whole is
founded upon creating experiences,
whether that be for a millennial
attending a music festival in Budapest, a
marketing manager attending an annual
business conference, or in the case of
Frog Prince, a couple planning their
special day. As such, our industry should
not be viewed as transactionary in
nature but as Daniel effectively put it;
"It’s really a journey, it’s the client's
journey and we want them to enjoy it".
The importance of communication was
emphasised during this conversation.
Daniel and the team's efforts have been
centred on "trying to maintain as much

distanced communication". Despite not
being able to meet clients face-to-face,
Frog Prince, are "using technology to
centre in on that client relationship".

"It’s a lot of
communication
… and that’s
what technology
comes in to… it’s
really
facilitating that
process"

Just because we can't be in the same
room, "doesn’t mean we can’t actually
communicate with clients", this was
certainly a key take away. Although the
ways in which we communicate has
changed, communication does not have
to be lost!

"We have two new brands
which we have just released"
We have all been told about the importance of paying
attention to changes in the business environment and
adjusting strategies accordingly but how important is this
really...?
Daniel highlighted the changes in consumer behaviour
and the influences of the Covid-19 pandemic. Recognising
the growing demand for sustainable alternatives among
clients, coupled with the reality that people are spending
a whole lot more time at home, Frog Prince's latest
venture, "New Moon Blooms" is all about having that
ethically sourced floral at home".
Not settling with one new concept but two, Frog Prince
decided to branch out into the Christmas market with the
launch of their new Christmas Collection. This business
concept "is really about empowering the consumer". We
have the ideas from Pinterest but how do we achieve the
desired aesthetic? Daniel explains that this idea was born
from recognising this challenge and providing a solution
by allowing consumers to "take it into their own hands".
and "we’re probably going to see a very different style of
Christmas this year" and with that comes the opportunity
for it to be "even more special!"
Daniel explains that "while the decision to pivot was
stimulated by the pandemic, Sharon, our CEO, has been
thinking about this for quite a while". Similarly to others in
the industry, Frog Prince, viewed the situation as an
"opportunity to move forward" or perhaps to "take a step
back and look at things through that helicopter view and
see where you’re at and what the market needs. And New
Moon Blooms and the Christmas collection are both parts
of that process".

Covid-19 has caused imminent chaos and stress for brides
and grooms around the world. Although things have
significantly changed, technology is helping to bring a sense
of normality back into planning the big day. Selling a "vision,
a dream and a feeling" is something that Frog Prince prides
itself on and technology has, therefore, been vital in
maintaining client engagement. Even though the happy
couple won't be able to meet their wedding planner or visit
the venue physically, Daniel continues to focus on the silver
lining - "people aren't working as much, which allows us
more time to chat to the clients and communicate properly.
I think video calls are really helping with that". Daniel
mentioned that social media has created a space for the
industry to come together as a whole - "everyone
understands the situation we're in and that we are all in this
together. We are able to lean on one another". In addition
to this, Frog Prince's Instagram account, which boasts over
16 thousand followers, is consistently growing due to
successful digital marketing - "Sharon and the entire
marketing team have been working really hard on this. It's
been madness but we've received nothing but positive
feedback".

We can see the countless benefits of
technology and what it has enabled the
industry to do in this time. However, it can also
create challenges for companies to manage.
What Daniel touched on, which we think
everyone can relate to on some level, is the
process of adapting to the virtual world and
realising it is a process.

"It's going to be a
process, so bear
that in mind"
DANIEL P ATTARD
EVENT PLANNER

It can’t be switched on like a light bulb. It is a
journey both clients and businesses are going
through together. As Daniel mentioned there
will be “teething problems” along the way, but
we are all human so a little bit of time and
patience can go a long way. The key is to
observe the process and see what works and
what doesn’t.
We can see the leveraging of technology across
multiple event platforms small and large. Daniel
highlighted the fact that it has also brought
people together. On social media, live streams
and collaborations with individuals in different
aspects of the event industry has opened up
new connections for people which will stand to
be of mutual benefit going forward. We can see
the support shared for one another and as
Daniel said “it’s just lovely to see”.

When asked about the advice that he would give to businesses looking to make the leap
into technology, Daniel’s words of encouragement were to do your research and be
inspired by what you see around you.
He noted that it is important to follow your own path but to get ideas from the
businesses around you and how they are finding solutions to challenges and learn from
that. Daniel mentioned that it has been lovely to lean on other suppliers and see how
they are engaging in things differently.
This led to Daniel discussing the impact of Covid-19 on the attitudes and behaviours of
people around technology, affecting everyone from grandparents to businesses. It’s a
tool that can enhance a business and should be used as such instead of overhauling a
business to being totally online based.
"Technology is a bit of a buzzword, and some people look on it very positively and other
people look at it negatively".
Our final question to Daniel was around whether or not Frog Prince would continue to
embrace their technological changes when the world goes back to ‘normal’, whatever
that might be. Daniel feels that the pandemic has shown the business that the customer
journey is key to them and that engaging with customers face-to-face is very important,
as is checking in with couples on the road to their wedding. While he would
love to be able to meet couples sooner than just the day of
the wedding, he knows it's about businesses being able to
evolve and adapt along the way.
Overall, we learned so much from Daniel’s wonderful insight
to how Frog Prince has adapted to its new reality, from
creating new ways of bringing freshness into people’s homes
to finding creative ways to communicate with their clients.
We found the conversation to be fascinating and definitely
flew by too quickly!
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